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Tax break crucial to its
passing in the Senate

Explosion levels West Virginia
gas station, kills at least four

GHENT, W.Va. - An explosion leveled
a gas station near a ski resort Tuesday
morning, killing at least four people and
seriously injuring at least nine others,
authorities said.
A firefighter and a paramedic were
among the injured at the Flat Top Little
General Store on Route 19, said Kim
O’Brien, spokeswoman for the state
Fire Marshal’s office, who provided the
casualty figures.
Authorities suspect that a propane
tank exploded at about 10:45 a.m.,
just as a fire truck was pulling into the
station in response to a report of a
leak.
The cause of the explosion has not
been determined. O’Brien said she’s
not sure whether it was a propane
tank or a liquid petroleum tank that
exploded.
All that’s left of the building is a pile
of debris, twisted metal framework and
a sign showing the price of gasoline
starting at $2.19 a gallon.
The explosion was felt at least a mile
away at The Ski Shop.
“I thought we got struck by
lightning. The whole building shook. The
power went off,” said Ben Monast, the
shop’s manager.

Helmet breaks as it’s put on
lions at Art Institute of Chicago
CHICAGO - Lions with helmets of
Bears, oh my.
An effort to honor the NFC
Champion Chicago Bears hit a snag
Tuesday morning when a huge football
helmet broke as it was being placed
on one of the lion statues that stands
guard outside the Art Institute of
Chicago.
It seems the frigid weather often
referred to as Bears weather in Chicago
may have been to blame.
“They’re made of Fiberglas
and (one) broke,” said Art Institute
spokesman Chai Lee.
Some theorize the broken helmet
had nothing to do with the weather at
all.
“I think the lions got swelled heads
since we won,” joked Gary Heitz,
project manager for Chicago Scenic
Studios Inc., the company that made the
helmets.
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Sandy Bowman, training coordinator for Human Resources, asks a question about how a professor
can be more effective in a classroom during the faculty development meeting Tuesday afternoon in the
Charleston-Mattoon room in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

Faculty analyze multiculturalism
Myths of ethnocentrism, parochialism and
pluralism initiate productive disscussion
By Dan Koteski
Staff Reporter

Take one step forward if your
childhood home had more than
50 books in it.
Step back if you’ve ever been
attacked because of your race.
Step back if you’ve ever been
profiled by authorities because
of your race, gender or sexual
orientation.
Step forward if your parents
told you that you could be
anything you wanted to be when
you grew up.
As Eastern faculty played this
game, opportunity differences
unfolded along ethnic, gender
and sexuality lines.
Faculty from a range
of departments met in the
Charleston-Mattoon
room
Tuesday for Myths to Reality:
Strategies
for
Culturally
Responsive Teaching, presented
by Mildred Pearson, Director of
Faculty Development.
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The program was designed to
enhance awareness of the cultural
variation on campus.
Faculty
explored
and
confronted the five outlined
“myths”
of
American
multiculturalism.
The
myths
covered
homogenous national identity,
superficial assumptions about
pluralism, parochialism, and
ethnocentrism.
While many present took
the myths as ridiculous, no
one disputed their mainstream
prevalence. The faculty offered
persistent, sometimes deeply
personal commentary.
James Harden, an education
professor, said that Americans do
not constitute a “melting pot.”
This misconception oversimplifies
the country’s cultural makeup
and historical heritage.
The United States is not a
melting pot but a “beautiful
mosaic,” Harden said.
Pearson said society should
look at discussing cultural

differences as a conduit, not a
barrier, for overcoming social
disparity. People should not see
acknowledging these differences
as rude.
“Don’t be afraid,” Pearson
said.
The myth of ethnocentrism
generated the most dialogue. It
suggested a habit of assuming
cultural
superiority
and
imposing it on others. Whether
or not deliberate, it can bear
serious social repercussions and
misunderstanding.
Charles Delman, a math
professor, questioned the role
of government in promoting
ethnocentrism. He said forced
recitation of the Pledge of
Allegiance was an example, as
many students recite it mindlessly
without thinking for themselves.
Different learning styles
should be applied to different
student’s needs, cultural or
otherwise, Delman said.
As the workshop came to
a close, Pearson said that the
dialogue exchanged was a good
start, at most.
She concluded with the
necessary outlook to foster
diversity.

WASHINGTON - The Senate
cleared the way for an increase in
the minimum wage Tuesday, but
only with business tax breaks that
House Democrats want removed.
Final Senate passage of the
legislation is expected later this
week, setting the stage for a round
of difficult negotiations between
House and Senate Democrats
over how to get the legislation to
President Bush for his signature.
In a key test, the Senate voted
87-10 to end debate on the bill
Tuesday, well clear of the 60 votes
needed.
Earlier this month, the House
passed the same increase in the
wage floor from $5.15 to $7.25 an
hour over two years without any
tax provisions. Senate Democrats
tried to push through the House
version last week, but failed to get
the 60 votes to end debate.
The vote Tuesday emphasized
how Senate passage of the bill
depends on the tax package to
attract Republican votes. The
White House has also signaled
that Bush wants tax breaks in the
legislation.
“Raising the minimum wage
will cost some jobs,” Al Hubbard,
the director of the president’s
National Economic Council told
reporters aboard Air Force One
Tuesday. “We think it’s important
to counter that with tax breaks that
will replace those jobs.”
“The Senate has recognized that
our economy is interdependent,”
said Sen. Michael Enzi, R-Wyo.
“One simply cannot claim credit to
be helping workers at the same time
that they’re hurting the businesses
that employ them.”
The tax breaks in the Senate
bill have divided the private sector,
pitting small businesses and retailers
that would benefit from them
against the larger corporations and
manufacturers that would have to
pay for them. The package costs
$8.3 billion in lost tax revenue over
10 years.

